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THE QUALITY AND CARE placed ON DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING SETS MARESCA 
TEXTILES and wallpapers APART IN the boutique fabric INDUSTRY. every step 
of the design process is thoughtfully considered from initial concept to 
end product, resulting in the finest quality fabrics and wall coverings 
available to the interior design trade.  

   -KATHRYN FAULL, FOUNDER MARESCA TEXTILES



Maresca Textiles are luxurious, handmade printed 
linens and  wallpapers designed by Kathryn Faull in 
Chicago, IL. Inspiration for Kathryn’s designs comes 
from many sources, from architecture to global craft 
to nature. Each design starts as a handmade drawing 
created with mark-making techniques such as block 
print, pen-and-ink, watercolor, or resist painting. 
They are printed using screen print or digital print 
techniques on the finest Belgian linens, papers, or 
grasscloth wallcoverings.

ABOUT US



Introducing the wallpaper collection from Maresca 
Textiles. Three designs Shipibo, Kantha, and Hash 
have been translated into printed wallpapers that 
are available in both luxurious metallic grasscloth 
and durable type II paper. Each design is available 
in 2-3 colorways and can be custom colored to 
meet designers’ specifications. Oxford Dot is our 
newest fabric addition, a small scale pattern we’re 
introducing in four colorways that blend seamlessly 
with the existing Maresca fabric line

what’s new



SHIPIBO

Inspired by native embroideries of the Amazon, Shipibo uses block printing to give 
a handmade effect to the design. Digitally printed on metallic grasscloth (pictured 
below) and Type II paper. The luxurious grasscloths are printed in Detroit and 
available in three colorways. Repeat: 36” vertical/34” roll width. The type II paper 
is printed in Chicago on 8oz Type II Nolar paper that is scratch, mildew, and water 
resistant and fire rated for commercial use (also available on 20 oz commercial 
vinyl). Available in three colorways. Repeat: 36” vertical/24” roll width. 



Shipibo

Charcoal (Pictured)

Metallic Grasscloth

Shipibo

Charcoal 

Type II Nolar 

Shipibo

Navy

Paper Weave Grasscloth

Shipibo

Navy

Type II Nolar

Shipibo

Shale

Metallic Grasscloth

Shipibo

Shale

Type II Nolar

SHIPIBO GRASSCLOTH WALLPAPER

SHIPIBO TYPE II WALLPAPER



KANTHA

Kantha takes inspiration from hand stitched Indian Kantha quilts. It was designed 
using a resist drawing application that allows the ground to be painted with a 
watercolor technique. The result is a creative juxtaposition between the softly  
variegated ground and the line-drawn motifs. Digitally printed in Chicago on 
8oz Type II Nolar paper that is scratch, mildew, and water resistant and fire rated 
for commercial use (also available on 20 oz commercial vinyl). Available in two 
colorways. Repeat: 12” vertical/24” wide. 



Kantha

Navy

Type II Nolar

Hash

Dark Navy

Type II Nolar

Hash

Shale

Type II Nolar

Hash

Willow (Pictured)

Type II Nolar

Kantha

Willow

Type II Nolar

hash type II WALLPAPER

kantha type II WALLPAPER



HASH

Hash is inspired by architectural blueprints and the symbols that are used to render 
details within them. It is designed using a resist drawing technique, which gives the 
lines a distinctly handmade quality. Digitally printed in Chicago on 8oz Type II Nolar 
paper that is scratch, mildew, and water resistant and fire rated for commercial use 
(also available on 20 oz commercial vinyl). Available in three colorways. Repeat: 12” 
vertical/24” wide. 



OXFORD DOT

Oxford Dot is a versatile allover pattern that coordinates beautifully with our 
collection yet has enough charm to stand out on its own. Inspired by patterns within 
English chintz textiles, its variegated watercolor background provides movement 
and texture to the overall design. Digitally printed in Pennsylvania on a lightweight 
linen/cotton blend ground and available in four colorways. Repeat: V-13” H-13”



Oxford Dot

Brown

Lightweight Linen/Cotton

Oxford Dot

Navy

Lightweight Linen/Cotton (pictured)

Oxford Dot

Cornflower

Lightweight Linen/Cotton

Oxford Dot

Willow

Lightweight Linen/Cotton

oxford dot fabric



As a student at RISD, Kathryn fell in love with the act of making. 
Whether through silkscreen printing, embroidery or painting, 
making things by hand became such an integral part of her design 
process and it continues to be the backbone of her work today. 
Having grown up around interior design and architecture, it was 
clear when she opened her studio that she would focus on the 
development of fabrics for the interior design trade.  Inspired by 
everything from architecture to global design to nature, Kathryn 
has developed her signature handmade-modern style. In the 
spring of 2018 Kathryn and the studio moved to her husband’s 
hometown of Chicago, which now serves as her newest source for 
creativity and design inspiration

ABOUT THE DESIGNER



Available to the trade 
through the following showrooms:

Chicago: Bradley
Los Angeles: Mimi London
Washington DC: Fritz Porter
Texas: Supply 
Atlanta: Bradley
Charleston, SC: Fritz Porter
Canada: Y&Co
Australia: Style Revolutionary
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